This paper investigates the fuel consumption of an articulated vehicle with a hydraulic regenerative braking system. The vehicle is a four-axle tractor-semitrailer with a volume-limited payload. It is equipped with hub-mounted hydraulic pump-motor units that pump fluid from a low-pressure reservoir to a high-pressure reservoir during braking events and generate a propulsive torque when high-pressure fluid flows through them to the low-pressure reservoir during acceleration. Several possible control strategies are proposed and simulated using a validated mathematical model of the fuel consumption of the vehicle. A global optimisation calculation indicates that the maximum possible reduction in fuel consumption due to the regenerative braking system is 11-22%, depending on the driving cycle. The simulations indicate that the simple 'greedy' algorithm decreases the fuel consumption by 9-17% for the same conditions. Two heuristic algorithms and a model predictive control approach were also investigated. Although these more sophisticated controllers were able to improve on the greedy controller slightly for some conditions, they may not be implementable in practice.
Introduction
Previous research has shown that adding regenerative braking to a heavy goods vehicle (HGV) can reduce the vehicle's energy usage by up to 30% for urban driving cycles. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] It has also been shown that hydraulic energy storage and actuation systems are the lightest and smallest for this purpose. 6 There is no consensus in the literature regarding the best control strategy for hydraulic regenerative braking. The 'greedy' control approach (so named because it attempts to harvest (and use) energy at every opportunity) is simple and effective, 7 but it is thought that more sophisticated control strategies can improve the benefits of the regenerative braking system.
There are many papers concerned with energy-saving strategies for electric hybrid vehicles. These tend to focus on the state of charge (SOC) of the battery and try to reduce the amount of fuel used by the vehicle, without taking the battery outside pre-determined SOC limits. 8 . There are several different algorithms used for this optimisation, including neural network control, 9 combined sliding-mode and neural network control 10 and driving pattern recognition. 11, 12 The most effective of these require intensive calculations and are difficult to carry out in real time. [13] [14] [15] Studies by Lin et al. 3, 8, 11, 12, 14 on parallel hybrid electric trucks have concluded that a 28% increase in fuel economy is possible for a simple stop-start cycle. These results come from intricate vehicle simulation models, paired with sophisticated feedforward control and dynamic programming. However, optimal control of hydraulic regenerative braking on an HGV is more complicated than these electric hybrid cases, for three main reasons.
1. The inefficiencies in the hydraulic pump-motors (PMs) have a non-linear effect. These inefficiencies depend on both the speed and the pressure difference across each of the PMs.
For the light small fixed-displacement hydraulic
PMs investigated in this study, there is no finegrained control of torque; either they are on and providing full torque, or they are idling and not providing any torque. 3. There are non-linear effects of the driver model and the engine efficiency map.
The aim of this research is therefore to investigate possibilities for optimising the control of the hydraulic regenerative braking system, with the goal of finding a strategy that can be implemented in real time.
Mathematical model

Vehicle model
The vehicle used for this investigation was a 4 3 2 tractor unit pulling a two-axle semitrailer 13.5 m long with a maximum gross vehicle mass of 33 t ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ). Such vehicles are often used for urban delivery of volume-limited freight in the UK. This vehicle duty is ideally suited to regenerative braking. 7 The mathematical model of the vehicle's fuel consumption used in the study was the same as the validated tractor-semitrailer model described by Midgley et al. 7 A schematic top-level overview of this model is provided in Figure 2 . It includes the interaction of the driver model (taken from the paper by Hunt et al. 16 ) with the vehicle, through the throttle demand, the gear changes and the brake demand, to regulate the speed and the acceleration of the vehicle. More details about the vehicle model have been given by Midgley et al. 7 and Midgley. 17 The engine map, the aerodynamic drag and the rolling resistance parameters were measured in full-scale tests on an experimental vehicle. 16 Experimental validation of the original tractor-semitrailer model has been provided in the paper by Hunt et al. 16 A representative result from this paper is given in Figure 3 , which shows that the fuel consumption of the model and the test vehicle agree well over a 2 min acceleration to the vehicle's maximum speed. 
Hydraulic regenerative braking system
The hydraulic regenerative braking system was assumed to act on the two axles of a semitrailer, as shown in Figure 1 . Given the lack of space on modern European tractor units, it was seen as infeasible to place regenerative braking on the drive axles of the tractor unit.
A schematic diagram of the hydraulic system is given in Figure 4 , showing the high-pressure (HP) accumulators, the low-pressure (LP) accumulators, a three-position valve and two fixed-displacement hydraulic PMs.
In the deceleration mode, the valve is shifted so that, as the wheels turn, the PMs drive fluid from the LP accumulator to the HP accumulator, and a negative (braking) torque is generated. In freewheel mode, the valve is centred, and the PMs are disengaged, removing parasitic losses. In the acceleration mode, fluid is routed through the motors from the HP accumulator to the LP accumulator, producing a positive (driving) torque. More details about the hydraulic regenerative braking system have been given by Midgley et al. 7 The regenerative braking system was assumed to be installed on the vehicle in such a way that it did not interfere with the payload volume of the vehicle. By installing the accumulators and the associated valves under the deck of the trailer, between the hitch point and the wheels, no storage space has to be sacrificed to the system (see Figure 4) . However, the additional mass of the system was taken into account, because it affects the rolling resistance and the energy flows during acceleration and deceleration. It was assumed to be 230 kg, based on data available in the public domain for the masses of the carbon-fibre accumulators 18 and the PMs. 19 From the values in Table 1 it can be seen that this additional mass of 230 kg represents an increase in the gross vehicle mass of 1%, resulting in a similar 1% increase in the rolling resistance force generated by the tyres.
The acceleration and deceleration demands were also fed to the regenerative braking system, so that it could make decisions on whether to produce an additional braking torque or an additional accelerating torque.
The hydraulic PMs can be in one of three states: off and freewheeling; on and providing positive torque to the vehicle (acceleration); providing negative torque to the vehicle (braking) (see Figure 4) . The PMs are controlled in pairs (front left and front right; rear left and rear right), and the control command to each of the pairs is updated once per second (1 Hz). The reasonably low update rate is due to the response time of the system; if it were any shorter, the system could be switched on and off before the PMs had a chance to respond. The supervisory controller operates at a higher frequency (100 Hz) to ensure that the system does not overpressure the hydraulic accumulators or overspeed the hydraulic PMs. The characteristics of the PMs were modelled using performance maps provided by the manufacturer. 19 Hydraulic losses were assumed to be proportional to the flow rate according to
where DP is the pressure drop across a piece of pipe, k is the hydraulic loss coefficient and v f is the velocity of the fluid through the pipe. Values for k were taken from the book by Merritt. 20 This combined regenerative braking computer model was run over predominantly urban driving cycles to obtain the fuel usage of the vehicle under various control scenarios. As in previous papers, 1, 7, 17 an energy index EI v based on the volume of freight carried by the vehicle (with units of kJ/m 3 km) was used for comparing the fuel usages of the control scenarios and is given by
This measure takes into account the added mass of the hydraulic system (which increases the rolling resistance loss), as discussed by Midgley et al. 7 and Midgley.
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The control problem is to choose the times at which the PM units should be switched between control modes so as to minimise the fuel consumption of the vehicle for a given driving cycle.
Greedy algorithm
The greedy algorithm is simple to implement: when decelerating, as much energy as possible should be stored as soon as it is available; when accelerating, if possible any stored energy should be used. 21 During braking, as much of the torque demand as possible is generated by the regenerative braking system, and any shortfall in the torque is demanded from the 'foundation' brakes. Acceleration is similar in that as much of the torque demand as possible is met by the regenerative braking, and any remaining torque is demanded from the vehicle's engine. The amount of braking force demanded from each axle is proportional to that axle's normal force (i.e. weight); further details about this are available in the paper by Midgley et al. 7 This approach does not require any foreknowledge of the driving cycle, terrain or other conditions ahead. In this project, the greedy controller was seen as having the baseline performance against which other controllers are compared. (The optimised results prove the upper bound for performance and therefore the fuel saving.)
Controller development
Because of the unusual nature of this control problem (highly non-linear multiple-input multiple-output unique hybrid configuration), it was unclear what the lower bound of the energy index EI v was for a given driving cycle. The lower bound was therefore obtained by running several global optimisers over one driving cycle, minimising the EI v for this cycle and choosing the optimiser that returned the best EI v for the cycle. This was necessary because each global optimiser converged to slightly different local minima and it was not possible to establish whether the global minimum was reached or not.
Lower bound through global optimisation
There are several different methods for performing global optimisation, although most of these operate in a similar manner. Given a function to minimise and an initial starting point, the algorithm generates a new set of function inputs and then evaluates the function at these points. It then repeats this process until a stopping constraint is violated or the function converges to a minimum. It is often not possible to establish whether this minimum is the true global minimum or not.
In the application investigated here, the input parameters were the switching on and off times sampled every second through the driving cycle. The optimisation process sought to find the set of switching times that minimised the total energy consumption over the given driving cycle.
The three global optimisation routines that were thought applicable to this problem were pattern search, 22 simulated annealing 23 and a genetic algorithm. 24 The main difference between these is the way that the new set of input points is generated.
Each of these three algorithms was given the same problem to solve, with the same constraints (where possible), the same starting points and similar tolerances for the stopping criteria. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 5 , where the results of each global optimisation technique is compared with the results of the greedy algorithm. This shows that large improvements can be made over the greedy strategy for the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) cycle 25 and the New York City (NYC) cycle 25 (up to 10%), but only small gains are possible for the Heavy Heavy-Duty Diesel Truck-Transient (HHDDT-T) cycle 26 and the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) 27 (1% or 2%). The pattern search method gave the best results in each case, and the genetic algorithm provided the secondbest results. It should be stressed that none of these optimisation algorithms can be implemented as a realtime controller, because each was able to alter repeatedly the switching settings backwards and forwards over each driving cycle until it reached a minimum. Clearly, this is not possible in real-time control.
Controllers
A greedy strategy is very rarely the optimal strategy 28 and is therefore not always used in control of the existing hydraulic hybrids. 29 After establishing the upper bound on EI v reduction by optimisation, the intention was to develop other control strategies that can approach these improved levels of fuel saving, and to compare these strategies with the greedy strategy. Three different approaches were tested: a power consumption heuristic strategy, a fuel consumption heuristic strategy and a model predictive control (MPC) strategy.
Some heuristic strategies require full and perfect knowledge of the future conditions (the speed, the acceleration, etc.), as well as an accurate model of the vehicle. This is not possible in practice, as the route and the velocity profile of a vehicle changes dynamically with external factors (such as other vehicles on the road) and traffic management systems (such as traffic lights and roundabouts). However, the aim of this paper is to compare the results from each of the heuristics over each of the cycles, to determine whether there is a common threshold that can be used for any cycle. A secondary aim was to compare the results from the heuristics with those from the greedy strategy, to determine whether alternative strategies and additional computational effort can significantly reduce the fuel consumption.
Power consumption heuristic controller. The system is likely to benefit most from regenerative braking if a positive drive torque is added when the instantaneous power of the vehicle is highest. On level ground, the instantaneous power _ E v required to accelerate the vehicle is approximately
where m v is the mass of the vehicle, v v is the speed of the vehicle, a v is the instantaneous acceleration, r is the density of air, C d is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, A is the frontal area of the vehicle, C r is the rolling resistance coefficient and g is the acceleration due to gravity (which is equal to 9.81 m/s 2 ). Aerodynamic drag is generally small at low (urban) speeds when regenerative braking is relevant. Since C r g is typically up to an order of magnitude less than the longitudinal acceleration a v during a regenerative braking event, equation (3) can be simplified to
The vehicle was simulated over each of the driving cycles without regenerative braking to derive the instantaneous power profiles of the vehicle for each cycle. A cumulative density function (CDF) 30,31 of the instantaneous power was then calculated (Figure 6 ). For each cycle, a threshold percentile level was chosen by iterating through a range of thresholds (0-100% in 5% steps). The threshold that resulted in the lowest fuel use was chosen. If the instantaneous power is higher than this value, the system is switched on. During deceleration, the greedy strategy is used, in order to maximise the energy recouped by the regenerative braking system.
There is a further subtlety with this approach. The PMs are able to switch on only below a certain speed, in order to prevent damage to the rotating components in the PM, and so any velocity points above this threshold skew the CDF. A corrected CDF, using only the parts of the cycle where the velocity is below 12.7 m/s (the maximum speed of the PMs), is shown in Figure 7 . The resulting thresholds used for the four different cycles are given in Table 2 .
From the results given in Table 3 and Figure 8 it can be seen that this heuristic approach reduces the fuel usage by more than the greedy strategy does, but not to the level of the global optimiser. This approach requires a perfect preview of the cycle ahead and an accurate model of the vehicle in order to generate the CDF and to produce the threshold values for the switching logic. This may not be possible in practice.
Fuel consumption heuristic controller. This heuristic controller provides a positive torque from the regenerative braking system when the instantaneous fuel usage of the vehicle is greater than a pre-set threshold and regains energy whenever possible. It was hypothesised that providing a torque from the regenerative braking at the time of the highest fuel flow rate would have the greatest effect on the overall fuel usage of the vehicle over a cycle. A CDF of the instantaneous fuel flow rate for each driving cycle was calculated in a similar fashion to the power usage algorithm above, and this CDF is shown in Figure 9 . This CDF was used in a similar way to the instantaneous power CDF above, and the threshold percentages (to the nearest 5%) are given in Table 2 . As with the power consumption controller, the deceleration behaviour was the same as that for the greedy controller. For all driving cycles, the fuel usage heuristic strategy gave an improvement in EI v of 0.3-2.1% compared with the greedy strategy (see Table 3 and Figure 8 ).
Time histories of the fuel CDF and power usage heuristic controllers over the UDDS cycle are given in Figure 10 . Figure 10 Figure 10(c) shows the fuel usage during the UDDS cycle, with the dashed line corresponding to the fuel usage threshold. Again, when the fuel usage is above this line, the PMs are switched on.
A magnified version of this plot is shown in Figure 11 in order to highlight the differences between the controllers. This magnified section corresponds to an acceleration from stationary to 11.85 m/s. The oscillations in the fuel usage (Figure 11 (c)) between 570 s and 575 s are caused by gear changes, and closer inspection shows that the threshold was set just above the fuel flow rate at idle (between 565 s and 570 s). This means that the regenerative braking system is turned on throughout an acceleration event, rather than being turned off each time that the fuel flow rate drops when the driver changes gear. Figure 11(c) shows that the power usage controller switches on the PMs only between 570 s and 575 s, and then much later at 608-609 s. The fuel usage controller, however, turns the regenerative braking system on from 570 s to the end of this section. This serves to highlight how different the behaviours of the heuristic controllers can be.
From Table 2 it is clear that there is a large variation in the threshold value for each of the two heuristic controllers and that this depends on the type of cycle. This in turn means that there is no universal threshold that can be used in all cycles, as even small deviations away from these thresholds result in a degraded performance of the system. It is therefore unlikely that the performance of a heuristic controller is any better than that of the greedy controller.
Model predictive controller. MPC is useful for finding robust and near-optimal control inputs for non-linear or discontinuous systems 32 and is used in hybrid vehicle research. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] It requires a model of the plant to be controlled (in this case the vehicle and the hydraulic regenerative braking system) and is often computationally intensive.
In general, MPC tries to optimise the set of control inputs over a future 'prediction horizon' according tô
whereû is the set of control inputs, u(Á) is the control input at a given time, k is the current time step and H p is the current prediction horizon. Once a control input is chosen, it is fed into the plant for the current time step, the model's time step is incremented and the process is repeated. MPC can be used to derive a near-optimal control input for each time step. Normally, MPC uses a simplified model of the system to be controlled, i.e. a model that has been linearised for this purpose. However, as discussed above, this system is non-linear and discontinuous, and so it is difficult to provide a linearised system for use in MPC. Because of these restrictions, the entire vehicle and system are used by the model predictive controller.
At each time step, a model predictive controller tries all possible control input (on-off) combinations within the prediction horizon and chooses the combination that minimises the fuel usage. This 'branching' effect is shown in Figure 12 for one axle, where the control horizon is 3 s.
The controller then moves forwards one time step and repeats the process. If the prediction horizon were infinitely long, it would give a lower bound on the fuel usage for each cycle. However, in order to reduce the computation time at each step, a finite horizon must be used, which in turn reduces the optimality of the resulting control inputs.
For a given horizon of length h s, the number of possible combinations of control input is 2 h (as the enable signal is a binary signal at 1 Hz). The length of the horizon should be longer than a single stop or start event and ideally should encompass several start-stop events in order to represent the interdependence of the control actions for the events. Table 4 shows the number of simulations required at each time step to include the smallest start-stop event (i.e. the shortest time over which a stop-start event occurs) for each cycle, and the overall number of simulations required. Figure 13 shows how the total simulation time for each cycle increases as the length of the controller preview is increased. Figure 13 shows that, for the controller to consider one of the cycle's stop-start events (a preview of around 15 s; see Table 4 ), the simulation time is of the order of months. If the model predictive controller considers several stop-start events at each time step, the simulation time increases exponentially and can take several years to complete.
An MPC algorithm based on minimising the fuel used was implemented for each of the cycles using a horizon of 10 s, which is below the minimum horizon suggested above. The results from this controller are given in Table 3 for 'ordinary' MPC and are denoted MPC10. These results show that ordinary MPC (i.e. MPC10) gives a smaller reduction in EI v for the legislative driving cycles than the default greedy algorithm does. The simulation times for these MPC calculations were all in the range 12-27 h, with the UDDS cycle taking the longest.
This simplistic implementation of MPC was improved by so-called 'trimming' of the number of simulations required in three main ways. The first was always to turn the PMs on when a deceleration was demanded, ensuring recovery of as much energy as possible. The second was to turn off the PMs when the demanded speed was greater than their maximum operating speed (12.7 m/s), and the third was to turn off the PMs when the vehicle speed and demanded speed are both zero. This trimming operation reduced the simulation time of the model predictive controller by around 70% (see Table 3 ) and increased the effectiveness of the algorithm. With this trimmed algorithm, it was possible to increase the horizon time of the controller to 12 s and to obtain a similar time to that of the untrimmed 10 s horizon controller. The results from the 12 s horizon MPC are included in Table 3 denoted as MPC12, trimmed and in Figure 14 denoted as MPC12 -trimmed.
A time history, similar to that in Figure 10 , is given for MPC and for control derived from the pattern search approach in Figure 15 . Figure 15(a) shows the UDDS driving cycle, again with a dashed line denoting the 12.7 m/s operating limit of the PMs. Figure 15(b) shows the pressure in the HP accumulator over time for the cycle; the solid curve is from the trimmed MPC12, and the dashed curve is from the pattern search control signal.
A magnified section of these graphs is shown in Figure 16 corresponding to a stop-start manoeuvre from around 10 m/s, back up to 12.7 m/s. The pressure traces in Figure 16 (b) show the differences between the model predictive controller and the controller derived from the pattern search approach.
The model predictive controller can only 'see' 12 s ahead (much shorter than the time of this stop-start sequence), and so it turns the PMs on at the beginning of this period (990 s), using the stored energy. The pattern search controller does not use the stored energy to help to accelerate the vehicle between 990 s and 995 s. Instead, it harvests energy during the stop phase (1006-1023 s) and uses all the remaining energy to accelerate the vehicle during the next acceleration phase (1052-1071 s). Over this 90 s window, despite starting at approximately the same pressures, the pattern search controller reduced the fuel usage more than the model predictive controller did, by waiting to use the stored energy.
The results in Table 3 show that, for all the legislative cycles studied, ordinary MPC (MPC10) provided lower EI v reductions than trimmed MPC did. In addition, the EI v reductions provided by the trimmed MPC algorithm were very similar to those provided by the greedy algorithm (see Table 3 ). It is likely that, with a longer prediction horizon, MPC will provide a significantly lower EI v than greedy control will. However, as discussed above, a longer prediction horizon results in a significantly longer simulation time (see Figure 13 ).
For access to the raw data used in the production of this paper, see the information given by Midgley and Cebon. 39 
Conclusions
1.
A controller network for a hydraulic regenerative braking system was described, which includes two layers: a supervisory layer responsible for managing the overall demand and a local controller layer for controlling each axle. 2. Three global optimisation techniques were investigated over four standard driving cycles. The pattern search optimiser produced the greatest reduction in EI v for each cycle, with EI v reductions of 11-21.9%. 3. The greedy algorithm is the only control algorithm investigated that can operate in real time. It provides an EI v decrease of 9-17%, depending on the driving cycle. 4. Additional heuristic methods were designed to generate control signals for each of the cycles, and these further reduced the EI v for some driving cycles. These methods both require a priori information about the statistics of the duty cycle. It is difficult to generate this information accurately in practice. Any nonoptimal threshold value results in a reduced performance, making it unlikely that the heuristic controller is any better than the greedy controller. 5. Two model predictive controllers were devised for the system and provided similar improvements in EI v to those of the greedy algorithm, although the improvements depended on the preview horizon time used. These controllers required lengthy computation times and need to be streamlined significantly to make them suitable for real-time implementation.
